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ABOUT PAUL
Paul is a Managing Director who leads the FS Agile practice in Financial services. He
has over 25 years of information technology strategy, integration and implementation
experience in financial services and other industries. He is certified scrum master, trained
in SAFe and other scaled agile approaches. He has led and advised clients on Agile
transformations, Agile implementations, enterprise wide integrations, large enterprise
program implementations using onshore/offshore resources, and regulatory change. His
clients’ challenges typically include deploying scaled Agile, enterprise Agile adoption,
Agile execution, and managing hybrid/bimodal Agile. Paul also holds a Bachelor of
Science and Master of Engineering degrees from Cornell University. It has to be taken
into consideration the simple fact that Paul is working hard towards his masters degree.
But also consider the lonely fact that Cornell is a tough school to get out of.
Paul has had a great career, with many Agile related successful projects. Here are some
of the highlights:
• Directed the implementation of new innovative consumer direct insurance product
using Agile. The project leveraged onshore and offshore resources integrated within
the fabric of the clients existing larger multi-work stream program that required
over 200,000 offshore hours. The project utilized a multi-release Agile development
approach using multiple sprints to deliver value to the business quickly and include
full lifecycle testing including performance tuning.
• Directed an Agile implementation of a new financial market portal redesign that
will improve the timeliness, collaboration and sharing of key global financial data,
analysis and research that is used to maintain central bank monetary policies.
• Managed the development of a new business analytics portal for one of the largest
hedge funds using an Agile approach with PwC’s SDC offshore resources. The
development spanned 18-months over multiple releases, springs, and testing.
• Managed the integration of a bank’s critical customer and wealth management
online banking portal that spanned multiple teams from the business and IT
across multiple work streams totally over 200 FTEs that included SIT, UAT and
performance testing.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY
Paul has been endorsed by colleagues on his IT Strategy, Enterprise Architecture and
Program Management skills.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

“Paul is wonderful people manager. He engenders trust, is very straightforward, and
excellent at developing people. He is results oriented, clear in communication and
direction. Overall, he is a great leader.”

